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Kortho, Made in Holland since 1958

Kortho was founded in 1928 and has been developing and manufacturing 
coding and marking equipment in the Netherlands since 1958. Because of our 
long history we were able to witness the evolution of coding from the beginning. 

Naturally our machines also evolved along the way. From the standalone mecha-
nical stamping machines in the early days, to the network connected Thermal 
and Inkjet printers of today. Always with quality, innovation and excellent service 
as our highest priority. 

Today we remain a family owned business and are represented in over 50 coun-
tries and have, in addition to our headquarters in the Netherlands, subsidiaries in 
Germany, France, The Dutch Antilles and Chili.

Tailor-made solutions, delivered from stock

Where printing mostly stood by itself in the past, now it’s just one aspect of a 
complete solution for a specific application. Software, seamless integration and 
specific problem solving abilities are equally important. Therefore and due to 
our position as a manufacturer with more than half a century of experience we 
are capable of, and do go beyond “just” supplying equipment. 

By our modular way of working we can configure both hard- and software to 
meet any specific coding need. Because of this our customers no longer need 
multiple suppliers and we’re able of delivering custom solutions, but with the 
speed, price and stability of a standard product from stock.

Headoffice and production in Holland

Germany office

France office

Roll Coder Quickcoder Hotprinter Hot Quickcoder GraphicJet
Hi-Res inkjet

Thermal printer
48i

QiC-series
Thermal transfer

X-Series
Hi-Res inkjet

1958 1971 1986 1994 2000 2002 2008 2015

Contact Kortho Coding & Marking
Sales
T 071 40 60 480
export@kortho.nl

Service & Support
T  071 40 60 450
support@kortho.nl

Headquarters
Lageweg 39
NL- 2222 AG Katwijk
The Netherlands

P.O. Box 3040
NL- 2220 CA Katwijk
The Netherlands

Chili office

Kortho coding & marking

Thermal Transfer printers Hotfoil printersHi-Resolution Inkjet Hot Solid Inkcoders Contact coders

Kortho Coding & Marking

Visit also our Kortho video channel at

type: Kortho Vimeo in your search engine
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The Highest Industrial quality 
from the Netherlands
With more than half a century of manufacturing experience



A solution for every coding need....
  .....Delivered directly from stock!

 

•  Windows based OS
•  Full color touchscreen
•  Unicode font support (all languages for menu’s and auto codes)
•  Direct real-time printing from multiple (ERP) databases  
•  Ethernet connection and Windows driver
•  USB connector
•  Full Nicelabel/Bartender support
•  Free PC based labeldesign & remote diagnostic software included
•  300 DPI near edge Kyocera printhead
•  3 print area size models (30, 53 and 107mm)
•  Intermittend and continuous driven models (i-series & c-series)
•  Cassette based ribbon system

Please visit for more information our detailed website: 
www.kortho.com

QiC printers are Kortho’s 3rd generation TTO printers. 
Decades of experience as a manufacturer have allowed 
Kortho to come up with a top-segment printer that 
offers unique technology.

QiC  Thermal Transferprinters (TTO)

Hi Resolution inkjet (HR)
The Graphicjet X-Series is Kortho’s answer to the market’s 
demand of being able to fulfill every Hi-Res Inkjet need with 
one single machine. Kortho Hi-Res Inkjets are known as the 
most flexible, reliable and care-free coding equipment in 
the world. 

•  Windows based OS
•  Full color touchscreen with integrated label design function
•  Unicode font support (all languages for menu’s and auto codes)
•  Ethernet connection and Windows driver
•  USB connectors
•  Direct printing from multiple (ERP) databases
•  Full Nicelabel/Bartender support
•  Free PC based label design & remote diagnostic software included 
•  180 and 185 DPI Xaar print heard (on full resolution)
•  2 print area size models (16x1500 and 54x1500 mm)
•  Printheads freely exchangeable with controller (2 max. on 1 contr.)
•  Omnidirectional print direction (also diagonal and inclined)
•  For porous and non-porous surfaces
•  BCD protocol support
•  Internal barcode generator (serialization of 2D barcodes)

With more than 10,000 units sold, Kortho Hotprinters are highly developed 
and extremely reliable machines. Quite often we still find machines from 
the first generation that are still in use after being purchased more than 
15 years ago. Finally, the Kortho Hotprinters’ broad range of settings, 
make it possible to produce clear and smooth printing on even the most 
difficult of surfaces.

Hotprinters

The Kortho Quickcoder is one of Kortho’s absolute success stories. 
Its most recent generation, the Hot Quickcoder, is the most reliable 
budget solution for applications where small prints are needed that 
do not vary much. 

Hot Quickcoders

The Rollcoder was Kortho’s first own product. Despite the fact 
that it has undergone many improvements over the years, its 
technique has basically remained the same. Their simple and 
100% mechanical operation ensures that Rollcoders are an 
extremely economical and robust solution.

Coders

•  Extremely durable and maintenance free
•  Very low purchase and operating costs 
•  Always produces clear, long lasting prints
•  Operates flawlessly in the toughest conditions like dust or dirt 
•  3 print area size models available (40x40, 80x50 and 150x100mm) 
•  Templates can be ordered ‘tailor-made’, including date/
    numbering wheels
•  Many types of colored inking ribbons available
•  Suitable for printing on difficult surfaces as hard plastics, leather  
    and textiles

•  Codes on porous as well as non-porous surfaces
•  Can be used on intermittent as well as continuous 
    production lines
•  Very low purchase and operating costs
•  Extremely durable and maintenance free
•  Available with standard template sets or a logo of your 
    own design
•  Many colors of wax rolls available, including UV readable 
    and fluorescent
•  Compact installation dimensions 
•  Omnidirectional coding directions
•  Compact installation dimensions

•  Extremely durable and maintenance free
•  Very low purchase Price
•  Codes on porous as well as non-porous surfaces
•  Fully mechanical, no electricity or compressed air is required
•  Very easy to install
•  Available with standard characters, numbers, or a logo of your own
   design
•  Many ink colors available
•  In-line models available at 3 different heights (23, 53 and 98 mm)
•  Also available as Handcoder

Thermal transferprinters:

Hi Resolution inkjet:

Hotprinters:

Hot Quickcoders:

Coders:
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